Welcome to Rothsay Education
Centre’s Autumn Term brochure for
2022/23. It includes details of our
Autumn Term courses and those
running for the whole year.
Who are we?
Rothsay Education Centre is a
registered charity that provides learning
and social opportunities for adults via
courses, trips and activities.
What do we do?
We enable adults to stay mentally and
physically active and connected.
How to join?
We are a membership organisation and
once you join you have access to all our
facilities, social events and newsletters
and can book onto as many courses as
you like. Membership is £42 for the
whole year or £22 per term or £6 for a
day.
Want to learn more?
Please visit our website
www.recbedford.co.uk for the most up
to date information about courses and
also to book.
If you have any questions, please
contact our administrative team on
01234 302203 or email
admin@recbedford.co.uk

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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Further Information
Course Delivery
Our courses are delivered at the Centre, on Zoom or often both (Hybrid). Please
check before booking that the delivery method suits you.

Course Booking
All courses are listed on our website and this is the most reliable source of
information as it is always kept up to date. Courses can be easily booked online
at www.recbedford.co.uk. Bookings can also be made in person in the office at
the Centre. Our office hours are 9.30—4 Monday to Friday during term when we
are also able to take bookings over the phone on 01234 302203.

Gift Aid and Donations
Rothsay Education Centre is a self-financing charity. The cost of membership can
be treated as Gift Aid which enables us to reclaim around £10 per member from
the Inland Revenue at no extra cost to you. If you pay tax on any income or
savings we would really appreciate you indicate your willingness to participate in
this scheme when you sign up for your course. As an independent charity we
rely on fundraising, donations and legacies to sustain the Centre, so please
remember us if you are making a will or wish to make a donation.

Cafe
Our café is open during all our course days including for our Saturday Courses.
Various lunch options are available every day as well as a selection of cakes and
hot drinks. Special lunches and dietary requirements can also be catered for
with prior notice.

Travel to the Centre
Carpark: Our on site carpark is limited so is for staff and tutors only. Parking is
available on the street or in nearby carparks. There is a map on the back of this
brochure for reference.
By Bus: A number of buses run from Bedford town centre along Goldington
Road including the X5. No. 4 runs along Castle Road.
By Bike: There are racks available at the Centre to secure your bike.
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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Term Dates
Autumn 2022 (11 weeks)
Monday 12 Sep - Friday 2 Dec 2022
(Half-term holiday 24 - 28 October 2022)

Spring 2023 (11 weeks)
Monday 9 Jan - Friday 31 March 2023
(Half-term holiday 13 - 17 February 2023)

Summer 2023 (11 weeks)
Monday 24 April – Friday 14 July 2023
(Half-term holiday 29 May – 2 June 2023)
Bank Holiday 1 May 2023

Autumn Open Day
September 8th 2022
2pm—4pm

Join us for this meet and
greet afternoon. An
opportunity to visit the
centre and meet some
tutors and members. All
welcome.
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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ART
Autumn Term 2022
Gelli Plate Printing

Landscape Painting using
Pastels

Catherine Peddel

Robert Ford

Have you ever wanted to try printmaking but
been put off by the equipment? That’s where
mono printing— making a one-off print—with
Gelli Plates comes in.
Gelli plate printing is using a gelatine plate to
take a print using either fabric or paper. The
process is easy, paint is put on the gelli surface,
spread out with a brayer- roller, then a variety
of stencils and other textural objects are placed
on the gelli plate. Gelli Plates are reusable
printing plates that let you make monoprints
without a large, expensive press.
2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

1GP05A22
Centre Only
£43

The course would be for both beginners and
more experienced artists. The sessions will
begin investigating landscape paintings by well
known artists. The more experienced
participants will be encouraged to use their own
source images. All participants will be
supported throughout each session to aid their
individual learning. Participants will need to
provide a set of pastels and pastel paper, either
in A4 and A3 pads or individual ‘pastelmat’
sheets. Both are available from local art
supplies and major outlets such as Hobbycraft
and Amazon.
10am - 12pm
6 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

1LP06A22
Centre Only
£52

Printmaking - What is Lino
Cutting?
Anne Thompson
Want to try something new? This is going to be
fun. Keen to extend and develop your existing
skills in printmaking? Here’s your opportunity.
Cut an image into a block of lino using the tools
provided, roll specialist ink onto the surface of
your block and make a series of prints on paper.
From a traditional black and white lino print to
experiments with colour, texture and pattern
that create a multi-coloured ‘reduction’ print,
there’s something for everyone.
A small charge will be made for materials (and
yes, it is similar to the stuff you put on the
floor).
2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

2PF10A22
Centre Only
£75
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ART
Autumn Term 2022
Watercolour Class
Carol McDermott
This course is for students with previous experience who wish to improve their watercolour
painting. There will be the opportunity to learn
new techniques and to develop your own personal style through the exploration of other
artists and art cultures. The course will encourage experimentation of different watercolour
mediums to paint a wide variety of subjects,
giving students confidence in all areas of watercolour painting.

Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
33 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

RE20022
Centre & Zoom
£209

Development of Drawing Skills

Art Club

Robert Ford

Self-Help – No Tutor

The course will be intended for those students
who have some experience drawing and want
to develop their skills and experience and techniques in a wide variety of surfaces and mediums. such as : Graphite pencils, coloured pencil
crayons, charcoal, conté crayons, pen and Ink
and different papers or surfaces .
Students will need to provide a sketchbook, A4
or A3, a range of media including; Graphite
pencils in a variety of grades from B to 9B,
kneadable eraser (putty rubber), coloured pencils . Different mediums will be supplied for use
within the course where appropriate.
2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

3DD10A22
Centre Only
£75

Sharpen those crayons, clean up your brushes
and bring them along to this self-led group. Join
like-minded people for a couple of hours a
week. Chat as much as you like and find inspiration and guidance from each other. Bring your
own projects; drawing, painting etc. No pressure – just do your own thing in our stunning art
room.

11am - 1pm
11 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

3AC11A22
Centre Only
£30
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ART
Autumn Term 2022
Drawing for Beginners

Watercolours for Beginners

Jacky Gooding

Jacky Gooding

This carefully structured course is suitable for
complete beginners and those wishing to
refresh their skills. Demonstrations, examples
and individual help will lead you through a
sequence of drawings. These will enable you to
see in new ways so giving you the confidence to
draw a variety of subject matter.

2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4DB10A22
Centre Only
£75

This course is suitable for anyone new to
watercolour painting or those who wish to
refresh their skills.
Demonstrations, examples and individual help
will introduce students to the core watercolour
washes, colour mixing and brush strokes. These
techniques will be put into practice in exercises
and paintings starting from a variety of subject
matter.

10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

Art & Craft Club

Batik Workshop

Self-Help – No Tutor

Self-Help – No Tutor

Why not join like-minded people for a couple of
hours a week in this self-led group? Bring your
own art or craft work; drawing, painting,
collage, knitting, cross stitch, quilting…
whatever. Chat as much as you like and get
inspired by others. Enjoy company and art or
crafting!

1pm - 3pm
11 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

5CC11A22
Centre Only
£30

4WB10A22
Centre Only
£75

This is a self-help group most of whom are
experienced and skilled, but who very much
welcome new members and offer help and
encouragement.

10am - 12pm
33 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

RE55522
Centre Only
£72
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ART
Autumn Term 2022
Chinese Brush Painting Beginners and Improvers
Marion Dearlove
In this module we will be looking at the basic
skills of Chinese Xieyi (free style) brush painting.
We will use the traditional subjects including
the Four Gentlemen – Plum Blossom, Bamboo,
Grass Orchid and Chrysanthemum. These four
subjects give you the basic techniques you need
to tackle all other subjects and are those traditionally taught to Chinese children, adult beginners and annually to all artists who wish to ensure they are not losing their way. The module
is suitable for beginners and improvers. We will
be working with Chinese brushes and Chinese
brush painting materials.
10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Monday, 31 October 2022

1CB05A22
Centre Only
£43

Our Café offers a
selection of cakes
every day.

Various lunch
options available
each day too!

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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ART HISTORY
Autumn Term 2022
Treasure Houses: History, Art,
and Architecture of Museums

The Modern Traditionalist: The
Work of CFA Voysey

Caroline Bacon

Caroline Bacon

Museums have been with us since ancient
times. They developed into private Cabinets of
Curiosities, which in turn led to the first modern
public museum being formed in 1677, the
Ashmolean in Oxford. We will look at some of
the most outstanding museums, their
collections, and buildings. In recent years the
very purpose of museums, to collect, preserve,
interpret, and display has been challenged, and
we will also look at some of the debates and
controversies that face our museums today, and
where museums might be heading in the future.
1.45pm - 3.45pm
10 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

1XTH10A22
Centre & Zoom
£86

Charles Francis Annesley Voysey (1857-1941)
was that rare breed who worked across all
disciplines from furniture to wallpapers and
fabrics, as well as architecture. A proponent of
the Arts and Crafts Movement, and a follower of
William Morris, Voysey was able to embrace
modern industrial design practices to enable his
designs to be enjoyed by a wide audience;
designs that remain in use today such as Alice in
Wonderland and The House that Jack Built.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4XMT05A22
Centre & Zoom
£49

Master of the Arts & Crafts:
Mackay Hugh Baillie Scott

History of Photography Part 1

Caroline Bacon

Hemant Jariwala

Born to Scottish parents, based in the Isle of
Man and Bedford, Baillie Scott (1865-1945) is
probably best known today for his house
Blackwell in Cumbria. Hermann Muthesius
described Blackwell as "…one of the most
attractive creations that the new movement in
house-building has produced" and credited
Baillie Scott with the "new idea of the interior as
an autonomous work of art...each room is an
individual creation." Baillie Scott spent 12 years
living and working in Bedford, where he set up
his architectural practice (Baillie Scott designed
houses can be seen in Biddenham).
2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 03 November 2022

4XMA05A22
Centre & Zoom
£49

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

From the start of WW2 to the end of the 20th
Century, there was an explosion in the practice
of photography and the availability of diverse
equipment and processes (e.g. black & white,
colour, infrared). The making of images also
evolved beyond just an ‘aesthetic art form’, for
example; documentary, war reportage, urban/
street photography, sports and
photojournalism. In this part, we shall explore
this dynamic period of photographic history
through the influence of different genres and a
number of post-war photographers that have
become household names.
2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Friday, 04 November 2022

5HP05A22
Centre Only
£43
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Our Members are welcome to use our
facilities whenever we are open. We
encourage members to use the garden,
library and café at their leisure.
And remember... Members are also
welcome to bring a guest.

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
Spotlight on Kempston

Vernon Lee (Violet Paget) and
the Unconventional Ghost Story

Paul Barnes

Anam Kyinat

Kempston is often thought of as part of Bedford,
but is in fact a town in its own right, with its
own mayor, its own non-league football team,
and a population of 19,330 in 2011. It is 'on the
bend' of what? Why is the first Kempston
church so far from Kempston?! What is the
origin of names Balliol, Hastingsbury, Daubeny?
What was notable about Sainsbury’s when it
opened? Who was Frances Latham? Who is Bob
Plowman? Shall we visit The Keep, or the King
William IV, or the greyhound racing track?
19,330 questions to be asked in five weeks.
10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

1SK05A22
Centre Only
£43

In this course we will examine the unique
supernatural fiction of Vernon Lee which she
uses as a medium to explore issues relating to
the sexual politics of the late nineteenth
century.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

1VL05A22
Centre Only
£43

Creative Writing

Writing your Memoirs

Daniel Duddridge

Dr Sharon Priestley

We will concentrate on the short story. Each
week we will analyse a short story and look at
the devices the writer used. The class will then
write their own short story, drawing inspiration
from what we have read. Each class will include
a workshop session where class members can
read their piece aloud and have it critiqued by
the class.

10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

1CW10A22
Centre Only
£75

Would you like to write the story of your life or
that of someone else? 'Writing your Memoirs'
tells you how to plan, begin and structure your
story. You choose what to write about; the
course provides some techniques on how to
write effectively. Participants can read their
work aloud to gain positive feedback in a
supportive atmosphere. It is hoped that some
fun and stimulating writing activities will help to
make your writing more enjoyable than you
might expect! Beginning and advanced writers
are most welcome.
2pm - 4 pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

2XMW10A22
Centre Only
£86
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
5 Great World Religions
Dr Karim Esmail
Religion has played an important part in the
lives of human beings.
This course will consider 5 great world religions:
Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam.
It considers their origins and early historical
development and it considers their key texts
and beliefs and some of their key practices.

2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

2XGW10A22
Centre Only
£86

British Landscape

Greeks And Turks - Inveterate
Foes?

Michael Barber

Frank Livesey

This course is a journey through the landscape
of Britain and its 6000 islands. We will look at
how natural phenomena such as geology,
climate and natural forces such as rivers,
glaciers and the sea have shaped the land. Just
as important is how people have interacted with
the land and understand that what we may
think of as ’natural’ is fashioned by human
action.

2pm - 4pm
6 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

2BL06A22
Centre Only
£52

How best to account for the chronic mutual
hostility of these two neighbours whose pasts
are intertwined, and which exploded in a War of
Independence in 1821? This was followed by a
Hundred Years War, prelude to a genocide and
ethnic cleansing, more recently a bitter
unresolved conflict over Cyprus, and at present
rumours of war over the waters of resource-rich
Eastern Mediterranean. A case of East and
West, or Greek ‘civilisation’ and Turkish
‘barbarity’, or a War of Religion between two
chosen peoples, or just two countries hostage
to their own mythicised pasts?
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

2XGT10A22
Centre & Zoom
£86
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
More Old News
Dr Barry Dackombe
Old newspapers can provide a window into the
past. Each week we will access the British
Library's extensive collection of digitised old
newspapers to look at the stories within to
rediscover aspects of the past. These could
range from small personal actions to major
national events, our newspapers have covered
them all. Come on a journey of discovery and
see where the newspaper reports of yesteryear
take us.

10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

2XMN10A21
Centre & Zoom
£86

The Experience of Women in Paris and
London During the Mid-twentieth
Century
Dr Stephen Rogers
Texts: Jean Rhys, Good Morning, Midnight
(1939), Muriel Spark, The Girls of Slender Means
(1963).
This course looks at two novels which dramatise
the lives of women seeking to control their own
destinies in a world that offers limited
opportunities for them.

10am - 12pm
3XEW10A22
10 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£86
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

From Affluence to Turbulence:
Britain in the 1960s and 1970s
Margaret Badley
This course examines a period of both
enormous change and conservatism as
revolutions by stealth occur in many fields in
this new Elizabethan Age. Politics is rocked by
political scandal, the ‘Troubles’ and foreign war.
But musically, Beatle Mania and Cock Rock
make headlines across the world. Socially,
changes include the end of the death penalty,
women’s lib, and commonwealth immigration.
Science and engineering developments feature
such diverse achievements as Concorde and test
tube babies. The 70s close with the election of
Britain’s first woman prime minister.
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

3XAT10A22
Centre Only
£86
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
Beauty & Restraint: The Remains
of the Day by Kazuo Ishiguro
Margaret Norwich
This Booker Prize winning novel is described by
The New York Times Book Review as “a dream
of a book: a beguiling comedy of manners that
evolves almost magically into a profound and
heart-rending study of personality, class and
culture.” First published in 1989 its story
resonates as powerfully now as then, and its
evocation of pre-war England and “Englishness”
is tender and illuminating. A wonderful novel to
revisit or discover for the first time: please join
us!

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

3XBR05A22
Centre Only
£49

Movie Mix
Caroline Bacon
Each week we will look at a film available to
watch on television from any period, genre, or
country, one that can be deemed Film of the
Week. Full film notes will be provided before
you watch the film at your leisure, and prior to
class discussion via Zoom. An ideal course for
film novices and buffs alike. Most films will be
on the BBC, BBC iPlayer, Talking Pictures TV, or
Film 4.

2pm - 3pm
10 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

3XMM10A22
Zoom Only
£49
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
General Studies
Various Tutors
The perfect course for those interested in a
variety of subjects. A selection of tutors will
deliver a different class every week covering
topics as varied as Pop Art to Quantum Physics.
Once finished, you will walk away with
knowledge in many areas. A perfect way to find
a new passion or impress your friends.

2pm - 4pm
11 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4GS11A22
Centre Only
£86

Poets Laureate of the 20th
and 21st Century

Dylan Thomas: Man and
Myth

Steven Pollard

Dr Gary Day

Each week we will look at the work of one or
two poets who held the position of Poet Laureate since 1900. We will cover the poems of well
known poets such as John Betjeman and Ted
Hughes as well as lesser lights such as Alfred
Austen.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

4PL05A22
Centre Only
£43

Keats said poetry should come as naturally as
leaves to a tree but Thomas could spend an
entire afternoon agonising over a word. The
result is a few tortuous poems and some stellar
ones. This course will look at Thomas’ life, the
importance of the Welsh bardic tradition and
the range of his verse. Is he all sound and fury
signifying not very much or is he a writer of
substance?
Book: The Collected Poems of Dylan Thomas:
The Centenary Edition edited by John Goodby
Paperback (2016)
10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4XDT05A22
Centre & Zoom
£49
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
In the News

Classical Sculpture: How to
View and Enjoy It

Jason Newell

Deborah Day

Interested in current news? Enjoy lively debate?
Then this is the class for you. Current news
forms the basis of spirited discussion with
participants encouraged to contribute to the
topics covered. There is no fixed syllabus;
whatever is current in the news each week
dictates the discussions of the day and we cover
a wide spectrum of topics. To enable full
participation, we limit the class to 16. This is a
very popular class and you are advised to enrol
early.

How did the ancient Greeks and Romans strive
to show the ideal human form, and with what
measure of success? What remaining fine
examples of their sculpture can still be found in
and around their buildings? How can variety be
incorporated into the human figure? We will
consider what aspects are fundamental to an
appreciation of classical statuary, looking at a
selection covering almost 1,000 years.

Termly Payment Option Available
1.30pm - 3.30pm
33 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

RE40722
Centre Only
£209

10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4CS05A22
Centre & Zoom
£43

The Cold War; 45 Years of
Global Geopolitical Conflict

The Economics of Food

Alan Marchant

Angela Pollard

From the breakup of the Grand Alliance at the
end of World War Two until the disintegration
of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Cold War
touched all of our lives. Crises in Egypt,
Germany and Cuba, along with conflicts in
Korea, Vietnam and Afghanistan all combined to
ensure that tension between the world’s first
superpowers was rarely out of the news over
the second half of the 20th century.

10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4XCW05A22
Centre & Zoom
£49

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

This would possibly include sessions on the
economic impact of veganism/non-meat eating
consumers, looking at the environmental costs
of food (such as the impact of intensive farming
and the use of chemicals etc), a rise in
population size leading to possible food
shortages, volatile food prices and where our
food is coming from post Brexit. But also any
links with the obesity problem, the effectiveness
of sugar taxes etc and what might happen next
policy wise...

10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4XEF05A22
Centre Only
£49
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
The Soviet Union
Andrew Bamford
This ten week course will look at the origins,
development and fall of the Soviet Union from
the Bolshevik Revolution to its collapse in 1991.
The role of key individuals such as Lenin, Stalin,
Khrushchev and Gorbachev as well as its
ideology and Tsarist inheritance will be
analysed. Why did a seemingly invincible
superpower collapse so easily and how has this
event shaped the policies of President Putin?

10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

5SU10A22
Centre & Zoom
£75

UK Policing,
Criminology and Crime

Poetry Appreciation – Autumn

University of Bedfordshire

Mark Steinhardt

This course allows you to gain an understanding
of how criminologists and the UK Police Force
make sense of the diverse and often complex
issues around crime and criminal behaviours.
You will be taught by Criminologists (active
researchers) and retired Police officers. The
course will explore issues related to crime,
offending behaviours and the policing of them
in contemporary society. Sessions will consider
issues such as; What is criminology?
Communities, street sex work, older adult
domestic violence, terrorism, the criminal
justice system and what happened to the local
bobby?
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

5PC10A22
Centre Only
£85

On we go! The Poetry Appreciation Class is now
in its tenth year, and there are still a few poems
we haven’t read! The format is very simple: I
bring along some poems and we talk about
them. We avoid writers who expect us to
assemble our own poem from a box of parts.
Equally we avoid writers who tell us that flowers
and children are nice and that life is what you
make it. In between there is intelligence,
beauty, thoughtfulness and skill—a poetry that
makes sense but leaves us something to say,
something to contribute.
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

5PA10A22
Centre Only
£75
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
British Government - Beyond Yes
Minister. What it is and how it works
(or doesn't)
Professor Colin Talbot
British Government is big. And over the past
couple of years it got considerably bigger, on
several dimensions. But ordinary citizens often
have only a vague idea of what government
actually is, and what it can and cannot do, or
how it works.
This course aims to provide an overview of contemporary British government – or rather governments, because as we will explore there is
more than one government.

2pm - 3pm
10 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

5XBG10A22
Zoom Only
£49

James Boswell: Journal-keeper
Extraordinaire

Scenes from Provincial Life: Olive
Kitteridge by Elizabeth Strout

Dr Sharon Priestley

Margaret Norwich

James Boswell, 18th Century Scotsman, is best
known for his journals and for his outstanding
biography of Dr Samuel Johnson. Using
Boswell's London Journal and The Journal of a
Tour to the Hebrides, we learn all about
Boswell and Johnson because Boswell
documented everything he experienced. We
get a wonderful first-hand account of
fascinating people and places in Georgian
London. Fortunately, Boswell's writing style is
modern and easy to read. Join us on this
discussion-based course for some entertaining
reading!
2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 03 November 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

2XJB05A22
Centre Only
£49

Elizabeth Strout won the Pulitzer Prize for this
2008 novel about her eponymous and
indomitable heroine, a teacher in a small coastal
town in Maine, who is sometimes at the centre
and sometimes on the periphery of the
collection of thirteen short stories which forms
the novel. “As perfect a novel as you will ever
read,” comments the Evening Standard,
“animating the ordinary with astonishing force.”
Olive is a character you may love or loath
(perhaps both!) but you will never forget!

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Wednesday, 02 November 2022

3XSP05A22
Centre Only
£49
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HUMANITIES
Autumn Term 2022
The Art of Matisse
Dr Gary Day
Matisse was a friend of Picasso and both played
a big part in the revolutionary developments of
modern art. Matisse was multi-talented; he was
a draughtsman, printmaker and sculptor, but
this course will focus on his paintings. He began
as a Fauvist, producing pictures noted for the
expressive power of colour and ended making
stunning paper collages. Matisse’s design of
Chapelle du Rosaire de Vence raises interesting
questions about the relation between art and
religion, one of the many topics we will be
looking at in this course.
10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 03 November 2022

4XAO05A22
Centre & Zoom
£49

Once you have joined as a
member, come and pick up
your Member Welcome Pack.
This will include your
membership card, welcome
letter, course timetable and
our latest newsletter.

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
French Advanced

French Upper Intermediate

Marion Moutel-Davesne

Marion Moutel-Davesne

This course is aimed at those who have studied
French previously and are able to cope fairly
fluently in a variety of situations. The aim is to
build your confidence and skills as well as
extend your knowledge of the French language
and culture. There will also be a regular revision
of French grammar within the context of the
books and documents we work on. One or two
French paperbacks will be read during the year.

Termly Payment Option Available
1.30pm - 3.30pm
30 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

Students in this class will have learnt some
French before; they will for example have done
4 years or so of part-time study or will have
done their O Level (or A Level) some time ago.
This course aims to consolidate their knowledge
of the French language, as well as different skills
(speaking, reading, listening) through a variety
of activities and resources (articles, short
stories, internet). This course will be delivered
in the classroom and on Zoom.

Termly Payment Option Available
RE10722
Centre & Zoom
£193

10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

RE10622
Centre & Zoom
£193

German Upper Intermediate

Italian Absolute Beginners

Rosemary Adams

Maria Taverna

This class is for students who have a good
knowledge of the language and are reasonably
confident in all skills. The first part of the lesson
is devoted to conversation with each student
invited to contribute; we then read articles or
do grammatical exercises. The main emphasis is
on learning through enjoyment.

Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

The aim of this course is to present the basics of
spoken and written Italian. During the course
students will learn how to communicate in
simple, everyday situations and will be
introduced to some aspects of Italian culture.
The course is strongly focused on
communication: students will learn the
language they need to interact with Italian
speakers in real life situations. Teaching
method: role playing, pair-work, group-work,
oral, listening, reading and written activities.
Free online resources.
Termly Payment Option Available

RE20222
Centre & Zoom
£193

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

12.30pm - 1.30pm
33 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

RE22422
Centre & Zoom
£125
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
Italian Improvers

German Improvers

Maria Taverna

Rosemary Adams

The aim of this course is to consolidate the basics of spoken and written Italian and to help
students acquire new structures of Italian grammar, learn new vocabulary and explore some
aspects of Italian culture. The course is strongly
focused on communication: students will learn
the language they need to interact with Italian
speakers in real life situations. Prerequisites: the
course is aimed at students who already have a
basic knowledge of Italian or who have completed the Beginners Plus course at the REC.
Termly Payment Option Available
2pm - 4pm
33 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

Ideally you will need 3 years+ previous study
for this course. The group is friendly, relaxed
and welcoming. Currently we are working from
a coursebook which has CDs for listening at
home. Extra materials are also provided.
Please contact Rosemary via the REC for further
information to ensure you choose the right
course for you.

Termly Payment Option Available
RE20422
Centre & Zoom
£209

1pm - 3pm
30 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

RE22222
Centre & Zoom
£193

Spanish Advanced
Conversation
Carmen Hardisty
Is your Spanish a bit rusty? Ven a nuestra clase a
practicarlo. No importa que lo hallas olvidado
un poco, pronto lo recordaras. Conversaremos
sobre temas de actualidad. Leeremos libros de
autores contemporáneos. Todos los alumnos
participaran activamente en presentaciones a su
elección. Los puntos gramaticales y vocabulario
son abordados a lo largo de toda la clase. Un
ambiente informal, es como estar con un grupo
de amigos charlando “un poco de aquí, de allá y
de mi abuela también”. Te esperamos.
Termly Payment Option Available
10.30am - 12.30pm
33 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

RE40322
Centre & Zoom
£209

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
Italian Advanced
Maria Taverna
The aim of this course is to help students learn
advanced structures of Italian grammar,
vocabulary and to explore contemporary
aspects of Italian culture. The course is strongly
focused on communication: students will learn
the language they need to interact with Italian
speakers in real life situations. Prerequisites: the
course is aimed at students who have a very
good knowledge of Italian language or who
have successfully completed the Intermediate
course offered by the REC. Free online
resources.
Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
RE30022
33 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£209

French Conversation Intermediate
Christine Bailey
This is an intermediate level conversation group
and is not suitable for beginners. The aim is to
put into practice the theory you have learnt
previously in order to be able to communicate.
Grammar is minimal, on a necessary basis only.
The first half of the lesson is conversation on
any topic of your choice. The second half
consists of activities such as translations,
crosswords, reading our chosen book etc… This
is not a structured class. We work as a group
and have a lot of fun in a very relaxed
atmosphere. A bientôt!
Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
3FC10A22
30 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£193
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
French Improvers

Italian Beginners Plus

Marion Moutel-Davesne

Maria Taverna

This course is aimed at those who have
completed about 3 years part-time study. Its
aim is to develop the different skills (speaking,
reading, listening...) as well as revise grammar
and learn about French culture through a
variety of activities and interaction between the
students. This course will be delivered in class
and on Zoom.

The aim of this course is to introduce students
to new key structures and vocabulary of Italian
and to some aspects of Italian culture. The
course is strongly focused on communication:
students will learn the language they need to
interact with Italian speakers in real life
situations. Prerequisites: the course is aimed at
English-speaking students, students who have a
basic knowledge of Italian or who have
completed the Absolute Beginners course
offered by the REC.

Termly Payment Option Available

Termly Payment Option Available

10am - 12pm
RE30722
30 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£193

12.30pm - 1.30pm
RE31022
33 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£105

Italian Intermediate

Spanish Absolute Beginners

Maria Taverna

Carmen Hardisty

The aim of this course is to help students
progress in learning new structures of Italian
grammar and vocabulary and to explore aspects
of Italian culture. The course is strongly focused
on communication: students will learn the
language they need to interact with Italian
speakers in real life situations. Prerequisites: the
course is aimed at students who have a good
knowledge of Italian language or who have
completed the Improvers course offered by REC.

This course will offer you the opportunity to
learn a new language, with no previous
knowledge. Learning through basic everyday
useful conversation scenarios. At the airport,
ordering food, booking a hotel, visiting
museums or just walking around the city.
Learning new vocabulary and basic grammar in
a relaxed and welcoming environment.

Termly Payment Option Available

Termly Payment Option Available

2pm - 4pm
RE30522
33 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£209

2pm - 3.30pm
RE41022
33 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£180

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
Lipreading

Introduction to British Sign
Language - Autumn Term

Joanna Steer

Joanna Steer

Has the whole world started mumbling? Are you
struggling to understand because your hearing
isn’t what it used to be? Lipreading classes may
help you as they offer help and reassurance to
anyone facing hearing loss. Build confidence in
conversation, based on what is seen as well as
what can still be heard by the individual and
explore lipreading in a fun and safe
environment. This course is suitable if you have
little or no experience in lipreading or need
extra help having lived with hearing loss for a
while.
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

3LR10A22
Centre Only
£85

Have you always been fascinated by Sign
Language? Have you always thought it would be
nice to learn? British Sign Language is the most
beautiful language. It is a full language, like any
other. It has its own vocabulary, grammar and
structure. This course is 10 weeks, 2 hours per
week. You will learn the basics of conversation,
so that you can chat with deaf people in BSL on
general topics and have some deaf awareness.
We will cover topics such as the fingerspelling
alphabet, numbers, colours, home life, family,
weather, directions etc.
2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

3SL10A22
Centre Only
£85

Spanish Improvers
Carmen Hardisty
This course is for students who have some
knowledge of Spanish and wish to progress
learning the language. Vocabulary, useful
phrases all to be practised and reinforced. The
course will help you to develop your speaking,
understanding, reading and writing skills.
Learning about Spain and Latin American
countries, culture and traditions in a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere. Grammatical structure
and Verb tenses will be thoroughly explained
and practised.
Termly Payment Option Available
12.15pm to 1.45pm
RE32322
33 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£158
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
French Conversation –
Intermediate to Advanced

French Beginners Plus

Christine Bailey

Isabelle Awan

This is an intermediate to advanced level
conversation group. No need to talk perfect
French, but you need the confidence to hold a
conversation. This is not a structured class and
there is no grammar included. Conversations
can be on any topic of your choice. We also
include activities such as translations,
crosswords, reading our chosen book or even a
presentation by one of the students. All that is
required for this class is a pen, paper, our
chosen book and a sense of humour. Nous vous
attendons!
Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

Bonjour , this ‘ improvers ‘ class carries on from
where we left off with ‘ Vite et Bien ‘ and is
aimed at broadening your existing knowledge of
the language as well as building up your
confidence in speaking French, and the humour
that goes with it.

Termly Payment Option Available
RE40122
Centre & Zoom
£193

10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

RE42022
Centre Only
£193

Latin Language
Deborah Day
We will be reading a wide selection of Latin,
with a variety of easy and more challenging
pieces. Typical sessions might include simplified
versions of fairy tales, inscriptions, mediaeval
poetry and prose and of course extracts from
the classical authors such as Horace, Juvenal
and Pliny. A very basic understanding of Latin is
all that is required. The aim is to see Latin as
literature, not as a dry grammatical exercise!

2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4LL10A22
Centre & Zoom
£75

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
French Beginners
Isabelle Awan
Bonjour et bienvenue dans ma classe de
débutants ( beginners ). If your French is a little
rusty but you are keen to reconnect, this class
may be for you. With the support of a book that
puts you in touch with everyday situations
illustrated with dialogues, light grammar points
and homework, you will have the opportunity to
read, ask questions and have some fun too.

Termly Payment Option Available
12.15pm to 1.45pm
30 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

RE49122
Centre Only
£165

German Conversation

German Lower Intermediate

Rosemary Adams

Rosemary Adams

A good level of fluency is ideal. Emphasis is on
conversation in a relaxed atmosphere. Topics
are wide ranging and always interesting!
Sometimes we read articles providing a basis for
discussion, or revise tricky points of grammar.
Please do come along and join our friendly class.

Termly Payment Option Available
10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

A course designed for those who have a good
foundation in German, through previous study.
All aspects of the language are covered in a fun
and lively way with lots of interaction between
learners to develop all skills. If you are unsure
of the level of this course please contact
Rosemary via the REC

Termly Payment Option Available
RE50222
Centre & Zoom
£193

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

2pm - 4pm
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

RE50822
Centre & Zoom
£193
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LANGUAGES
Autumn Term 2022
Ancient Greek
Deborah Day
This course will continue to develop your
knowledge of ancient Greek, first explored in
the Summer term. We will build on material
already covered to include more demanding
pieces as an understanding of the grammar and
vocabulary expands. Many of the stories are
designed specially for the course, and we will
hopefully dip our toes into simplified extracts
from the great authors themselves.

10am - 12pm
5 weeks from
Thursday, 03 November 2022

4AG05A22
Centre & Zoom
£43

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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MUSIC
Autumn Term 2022
Classical Guitar

Making Music with the
Recorder

Boe Pyne

Jane Edis

Ensemble playing forms a large part of what we
do; the combination of several relatively simple
parts provides a fun way to learn, and enjoy, the
classical guitar. Prospective new members
should have a very rudimentary acquaintance
with classical guitar technique together with
some music reading ability (approaching grade
one). This course will be delivered in class and
on Zoom. Please contact the REC if you would
like a beginner’s class.

Termly Payment Option Available
10.30am - 12.30pm
33 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

Termly Payment Option Available
RE10522
Centre & Zoom
£209

Singing for Pleasure
Caroline Muzolf

10am - 12pm
30 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

RE20122
Centre Only
£193

Mahler
John Dawson

If you are looking to join a choir that is friendly
and enthusiastic then Singing for Pleasure is the
group for you! The sessions consist of vocal
warm-ups, some easy songs to sing along to and
songs in parts which will be taught in a call and
response format. We will be learning a variety
of songs in the first half of the term and
Christmas songs/carols for the second half. The
following terms will be whatever the group
decides.

2pm - 4pm
11 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

The Recorder Ensemble is a friendly group of
players who enjoy exploring works of composers from the 13th century to the present day.
The Consort plays in parts Descant, Treble, Tenor and Bass, and individuals are encouraged to
develop their skills to allow playing independently one-to-a-part at times. New members are very welcome but need to have a good
standard of reading and playing on at least one
instrument. Technique is studied and a home
practice routine is encouraged. Music is provided.

5SP11A22
Centre & Zoom
£70

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

Despite writing only nine symphonies and a
handful of other works, Gustav Mahler is today
regarded as one of the great Romantic
composers. In his day he was probably better
known as one of the first global superstar
conductors. Born in a Bohemian backwater, by
the end of his life he was internationally
famous, at the same time as being one of
Sigmund Freud’s first psychoanalysis patients.
His music is regarded as standing at the
crossroads between romanticism and
modernism. We will examine his life and works
and try to explain the appeal of this
extraordinary genius.
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

5XMH10A22
Centre & Zoom
£86
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SCIENCE
Autumn Term 2022
Introduction to Bedfordshire’s
Geology

Birds and Birdwatching – the
Background Story

Bev Fowlston

Richard Bashford

As part of local and community history month,
join Bev Fowlston for a short introductory
course to Bedfordshire’s geology. Explore the
rocks and geology that have shaped
Bedfordshire’s landscape.

As an increasingly popular pastime, there is a
wealth of available information about birds and
birdwatching. This course explores the
background to our birds and birdwatching, using
real life examples and experience – some
expected, some unexpected, with topics taking
us through the birdwatching year, the birds of
different habitats, identification tips from the
plumage to behaviour, exploring bird song, the
“gear” from books to binoculars, making your
birdwatching count - volunteering and surveys.

2pm - 4pm
3BG05A22
6 weeks from
Centre & Zoom
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
£52

2pm - 4pm
6 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

The Apollo Moonshot

Women in Geology

Tim Parrott

Bev Fowlston

You were too busy or too young in the Sixties to
pay much attention to the race for the Moon,
but no country before or since has devoted
itself so determinedly to a peacetime enterprise
of this scale. The human story is full of drama
(and indeed sacrifice). The technology of space
flight is both fascinating and comprehensible to
non-specialists.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Monday, 31 October 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

1XAA05A22
Centre Only
£49

5BW06A22
Centre Only
£52

Join Bev Fowlston and discover some of the
women who have been influential in the science
of geology. From Mary Anning to Marie Tharp,
plus many others. Explore their struggles to be
heard in a male-dominated science and the
amazing work they are now being recognised
for.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Wednesday, 02 November 2022

3WG06A22
Centre & Zoom
£43
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TRIPS AND ACTIVITIES
We organise a range of trips
and activities throughout the
year. This year we have visited
London to see My Fair Lady,
Bletchley Park where we enjoyed an informative tour and
afternoon tea. We also visited
Cambridge to see the Hockney’s
Eye exhibition. Fun events are
also organised at the Centre
including a quiz night, summer
garden party and our famous
Christmas lunches!

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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HEALTH & WELLBEING
Autumn Term 2022
Rothsay Ramblers

Yoga
Jaswinder Challi

The Ramblers offer a programme of walks on
Monday mornings all year around, including
during the REC holiday periods. Every Monday
there are two 5-mile walks, or alternately a 3 or
4 mile walk, with occasional longer walks. Walks
usually start and end at a pub, café, garden
centre or village hall within a 20-mile radius of
Bedford, and the expectation is for members to
stay for lunch, or at least a drink. The walks are
very sociable and are an excellent way to make
new friends.

Morning
52 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

RE00022
Live Class
£3

Yoga stretches for health and wellbeing of mind,
body and soul. We will use yoga blocks and
belts (please bring your own mat) to support
the various exercises to enable support in the
postures. Through the 5 weeks, we will explore
breath work, physical movement and
meditative relaxation techniques. We look
forward to you joining us!
Suitable for Beginners to Intermediate.
This course will take place at the Rothsay
Education Centre.

3pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Monday, 12 September 2022

Advanced Bridge

Beginners Bridge

Pippa Green

Pippa Green

Bridge is a pretty easy game to learn but it can
take decades to master. Would you like to
improve your card play, plan your strategy,
learn more conventions or develop your hand
evaluation skills? Based on the experience in the
room, we will tailor our classes to progress your
game to a higher level.

2pm - 4pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

2AB10A22
Centre Only
£75

1YG10A22
Centre Only
£65

Whether an actual beginner, a novice or
someone who learnt years ago and is out of
practice, this course is for you. Even if you have
never touched a pack of cards, a desire to want
to play is all that is needed.
The class will be small (maximum of 16 people),
we will begin with the basics and develop your
card play and bridge knowledge throughout
each session. After a few lessons you will be
able to know enough basics to confidently play
a hand of bridge and can progress from term to
term.
10am - 12pm
10 weeks from
Tuesday, 13 September 2022

2BB10A22
Centre Only
£75
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HEALTH & WELLBEING
Autumn Term 2022
Yoga
Jaswinder Challi
Yoga stretches for health and wellbeing of mind,
body and soul. We will use yoga blocks and
belts (please bring your own mat) to support
the various exercises to enable support in the
postures. Through the 5 weeks, we will explore
breath work, physical movement and
meditative relaxation techniques. We look
forward to you joining us!
Suitable for Beginners to Intermediate.
This course will take place at Priory Methodist
Church on Newnham Avenue.
Termly Payment Option Available
11.30am - 12.30pm
30 weeks from
Wednesday, 14 September 2022

RE310322
Live Class
£172

Dance-Fitness

Boxercise

Lauren Thompson

Lauren Thompson

A fun, cardiovascular-based exercise class
incorporating dance moves whilst increasing
your fitness levels. Over the 5-week course, you
will dance to music from the last 8 decades
whilst learning new routines each week! We will
also spend some time incorporating strengthbased exercises such as, squats and lunges as
well as a focus on flexibility towards the end of
the class. You will need to bring an exercise mat,
water bottle and wear comfortable footwear.
This course will take place at Priory Methodist
Church on Newnham Avenue.
10.30am - 11.30am
6 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

4DF06A22
Live Class
£42

A boxing-based fitness class for all abilities.
Whether you have never tried boxing before or
have experience on the pads, then Boxercise is
for you! We use boxing gloves and pads and
work through a sequence of punches with a
partner. We aim to increase heart rate and
muscle strength by incorporating exercise-based
movements alongside the boxing such as
squats, jogging and press ups. You need to be
able to confidently participate in one hour of
exercise.
This course will take place at Priory Methodist
Church, Newnham Avenue.
9.30am - 10.30am
6 weeks from
Thursday, 15 September 2022

4BC06A22
Live Class
£42
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HEALTH & WELLBEING
Autumn Term 2022
Bodyaware
Chris Butcher
Bodyaware is a great way to start an exercise
program or as a development to other forms of
exercise and helps with body posture, function,
movement and balance. We go through lots of
variations of exercise to improve Mobility
(range of motion) and stability (control of
motion). This course is for beginners and
advanced students alike.
Classes held at Russell Court, Bushmead
Avenue.

Termly Payment Option Available
12.45pm - 2pm
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

Tai Chi

Pilates Improver

Chris Butcher

Stephanie Smith

Tai Chi is a slow mind/body exercise using yoga
type principles to help improve how we move
including correcting our breathing, posture,
toning muscles, and improving flexibility. It is a
walking exercise where we learn a set sequence
of body postures called a form. This course is
for beginners and advanced students alike.
Classes held at Russell Court, Bushmead
Avenue.
Note course runs from 2.15pm – 3.45pm.
Termly Payment Option Available
2.15pm - 3.45pm
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

RE51122
Live & Zoom
£140

Pilates is a body conditioning method that
works by targeting the deep postural muscles,
rebalancing the body and toning and stretching
the muscles: This class is suitable for those with
a basic knowledge of Pilates.
This class is not suitable for beginners.
Please bring a mat and head cushion.
Classes take place at Priory Methodist Church.
Newnham Avenue, Bedford.
Termly Payment Option Available

RE50522
Live & Zoom
£172

11.00am - 12.15pm
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

RE50722
Live Class
£172
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HEALTH & WELLBEING
Autumn Term 2022
Pilates Intermediate
Stephanie Smith
Pilates is a body conditioning method that
works by targeting the deep postural muscles,
rebalancing the body and toning and stretching
the muscles. This is a more challenging class for
those who have done Pilates for at least 2 years.
Please bring a mat and head cushion.
This class is not suitable for beginners.
Classes take place at Priory Methodist Church,
Newnham Avenue Bedford.
Termly Payment Option Available
9.30am - 10.45am
30 weeks from
Friday, 16 September 2022

RE50622
Live Class
£172

Laughter Therapy
Cheryl Green
Laughter is the best medicine is a well-known
adage and it really is.
During this course we will gain an
understanding about the therapeutic benefits of
laughter and the role laughter has played in our
life.
We will explore the link between laughter, joy
and happiness and learn how we can
incorporate more laughter into our lives and
improve both our mental and physical
wellbeing.

2pm - 4pm
5 weeks from
Friday, 04 November 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

5LT05A22
Centre Only
£43
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SATURDAY CLASSES
Autumn Term 2022
Communication in Bridge
Pippa Green
Do you find some hands more difficult to bid
than others? What about those troublesome 44-4-1 hands or what to do when your partner
opens 1NT and you have an interesting hand
you’d want to tell your partner about?
Communication between partnerships is vital
and precision in your bidding is required. We
can assist you to understand these hands
better, improve your bidding and
communication with your partner to increase
your fun with this popular game.

All Day
Saturday, 19 November 2022

WBD19A22
Centre Only
£48

Introduction to Astronomy
and Telescopes

Wreath Making

Dave Eagles

Rachel Miller

An introduction to find your way around the sky
and identify the brighter constellations and
using star maps. A review of the many solar
system and deep sky objects found in the sky
and how to observe them. Describe how a
telescope works and is best used, showing some
of the more popular accessories used with
them. As part of this course, I encourage people
to bring in their own telescope where possible,
so they become more familiar and more
comfortable with them.

All Day
Saturday, 19 November 2022
Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk

WAS19A22
Centre Only
£48

Each client will be able to take home a beautiful
christmas door wreath and table decoration
made with fresh, locally sourced foliage and
made with step by step guidance. There will be
a wide selection of bows, decorations,
cinnamon, sticks, fruit and cones etc. All
materials will be provided and I would suggest
that each person brings secateurs or strong
scissors and an apron.

All Day
Saturday, 19 November 2022

WWM19A22
Centre Only
£60
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SATURDAY CLASSES
Autumn Term 2022
Mobileography

19th Century Furniture – the
Battle of the Styles

Hemant Jariwala

David Fletcher

It was Chase Jarvis who said, “The best camera
is the one that’s with you.” Indeed, Jarvis was
talking about the popularity of mobile phones in
the 21st century – with a built-in high quality
camera system at your fingertips to record life
as it evolves around you. This 1-day workshop
will introduce Mobile Phone Photography to
help you build a strong understanding of
camera and phone technology – it’s limitations,
but more importantly, its numerous advantages.
The workshop will also include 2-hours ‘Walkabout’ (weather permitting) along the Bedford
Embankment in search for images.
All Day
Saturday, 19 November 2022

WMG19A22
Centre Only
£48

This one-day course will improve your
understanding of 19th Century English furniture
and the decorative arts. A visit to The Higgins
Museum in Bedford is included in the course
and will complement your knowledge of 19 th
Century styles.

All Day
Saturday, 19 November 2022

WFT19A22
Centre Only
£48

Don’t forget to look out for
our Spring Term Course
Brochure at the beginning
of November
Pick up your copy to get full
information about our
Spring Term Courses.
Up to date information can
always be found at
Www.recbedford.co.uk

Book online at www.recbedford.co.uk
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